Air Systems Service and Construction (formerly Air Systems of Sacramento), a Woman / Minority owned company, has been serving the Sacramento region since 1996. The firm designs and installs sophisticated mechanical systems for office buildings, medical and industrial applications, and has a large service division to care for any facility’s needs.

“Our mission at ASSC is to foster an environment of continuous growth, and always be the first choice,” says Jim Meurer, Executive Vice President. “We specialize in Design Build Construction, Maintenance and Service HVAC, plumbing, hydronic piping, digital control, and fabrication of our own systems. But the real reason we are here, our commitment, is to inspire those who work with us and deliver unprecedented value.”

Headquartered in Sacramento, ASSC has a Bay Area location and recently opened a Reno site. The company’s robust list of clients includes DPR, Swinerton, and Roebelen on the construction side, and Blood Source, Blue Shield, and Dignity Health on the service side.

Active in the local community, ASSC also supports Sierra Forever Families, the Sacramento Children’s Home, Cristo Rey and Tracey’s Place of Hope. Recent ASSC projects include the PG&E consolidation project in Auburn, the Rio Americano High School performing arts building, and the Sutter Women’s and Children’s Hospital, the largest single contract in the company’s history.

ASSC, known for superior service and mechanical contracting work, also operates an architectural sheet metal division which designs and constructs custom architectural features that are both functional and artistic. Their creativity earned the Tom Guilfoy award for the most significant architectural sheet metal project in 2013.

“When you look forward to work every day, you know you’ve found a company where you want to build your career.”

— KS
5 year employee